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Overview of presentation
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to VLC
VLC’s role in WGT
General intro to transport modelling
Transport modelling for WGT
Issues raised and VLC’s response
– Issues raised during preparation of the model
– Issues raised in expert evidence and conclave
– Issues raised in public submissions to IAC
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Introduction to VLC
•
•
•

Founded in 1986
35 staff, 24 professional transport modellers (from a range of
backgrounds, including Engineering, Mathematics / Statistics, Economics,
etc.)
Major project experience:
CityLink
EastLink
Melbourne Metro
East West Link
Western Ring Road
CityLink-Tulla Widening

•
•

Paciﬁc Motorway widening
Sydney Metro
WestConnex
Cross River Rail (Brisbane)
Canberra Light Rail
NaKonal Infrastructure Audit (IA)
Urban Network Transport Analysis for
Australian Major CiKes (DoIRD)

Developers of Zenith models (all around Australia)
Particular experience in toll roads, with high level of correlation between
predictions and outcomes for toll roads

VLC’s role in WGT
•

Strategic transport modelling using the Zenith model for both:
– The WD Business Case*
– The WGT EES

•

Forecasting travel demand (reflecting anticipated growth in
population and jobs)

•

Modelling different transport network options (in this case, with and
without WGT Project to quantify impact of the project)

•

Outputs:
– Forecast growth / decline in traffic volumes
– Forecast increase / decrease in travel times

* Subject to confidentiality agreements
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VLC’s Input to the EES
VLC Report Title
“Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project Melbourne Wide Model ValidaBon Report Version 3.1.0”
“Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project Local Area Model ValidaBon Report for 2014 Model Version 3.1.0”

VLC Report Date
1 May 2017

“Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project Base Case Model Development Report for 2014 EES
Model - Version 3.1.0”
“Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project Transport Modelling Summary”

1 May 2017

Appendix I of Technical
Report A

15 May 2017

Appendix G of Technical
Report A

“Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project Greenhouse Gas Assessment - Zenith Economics
Assessment Model”

19 April 2017

Appendix D of Technical
Report Q

1 May 2017

Report number in EES
Appendix J of Technical
Report A
Appendix H of Technical
Report A

In addition, VLC provided modelling results which were
used in the TIA. Those outputs are documented in
Appendix F of the EES.

Intro to strategic transport modelling
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Travel zones

Core inputs to strategic transport models
• Demographic / land use data for each travel zone
–
–
–
–

Population (including demographic profile)
Employment (by industry / occupation)
Education institutions
Other special generators (e.g. Port / Airport)

• Transportation network
– Road network (number of lanes, capacities, speed limits, etc.)
– Public transport network (routes and stops)

• Travel costs (tolls, parking, fuel, public transport fares)
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Four step modelling process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Trip generation
Destination choice
Mode choice
Trip assignment

– how many trips?
– where to?
– which mode?
– which route?

Standard process used by all strategic transport models in
Australia.
Each modelling step is “calibrated” using household travel
surveys (in this case VISTA 2007-2010).

Intro to strategic transport modelling
Outputs
•
•
•
•

Number of trips between each origin / destination
Traffic volumes per road (by vehicle type)
Traffic speeds per road
Public transport passenger volumes (by route / stop)
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General Strengths & Limitations of the
Model
Strengths
• Useful for predicting the impacts of population and
employment growth and changes to the transportation
network or travel costs
• Useful for testing and analysing the impact of different
scenarios
• Useful for planning of future transport infrastructure and
policies

General Strengths & Limitations of the
Model
Limitations / assumptions
• Relies on third party inputs (e.g. population, employment).
– Modelling uses official Government forecasts as input.

• Typically project current behaviour forward (not strong at
predicting paradigm shifts in behaviour).
– Common default assumption.

• Travel demand is only “partially constrained”, which means
that forecast volumes can exceed practical capacities of
roads / public transport vehicles.
– Make adjustments to model outputs.
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Building the transport model for WGT
Step 1
• Develop and validate a model of a recent year (the “base
year”). Initially, the base year was 2011. The base year
model was then updated to 2014.
– Based on 2014 population and employment data from DEDJTR
– Validation using traffic counts from around 2014 (assessed against
Victorian State Government transport modelling guidelines)

• Documentation:
– “Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project - Melbourne
Wide Model Validation Report Version 3.1.0”
– “Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project - Local Area
Model Validation Report for 2014 Model - Version 3.1.0”

Building the transport model for WGT
Step 2
• Develop 2031 model (10 years from opening of Project, coincides
with State Government forecasts).
•

2031 inputs sourced from the State Government Reference Case
Assumptions.
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

Population and employment
Transport network assumptions
Commercial vehicle demand
Airport demand
Travel costs

Same assumptions used by all transport projects in Victoria
(including Melbourne Metro)
Documentation:
– “Transport Modelling for West Gate Tunnel Project - Base Case Model
Development Report for 2014 EES Model - Version 3.1.0”
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Application of transport model for WGT
• Testing different scenarios, for example:
– 2031 with no WGT Project
– 2031 with the WGT Project

• Definition of the WGT Project developed collaboratively
with other Technical Advisors, and VicRoads
• In arriving at the final definition of WGT Project, many
variations were tested (including numbers of lanes,
different connections, etc.)
• Model outputs provided to other Technical Advisors to
inform the TIA

How VLC’s outputs were used in the TIA
• For the TIA, VLC’s estimates of traffic growth (as %)
were applied to observed volumes in 2014
• Forecast growth in peak demand was capped based on
practical capacities, with excess demand assumed to
travel outside the peak (see Figure 8 in Appendix F)
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Example VLC outputs

EES (constrained) outputs – all vehicles
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EES (constrained) outputs – trucks

Issues raised during development of
model (including Business Case)
• Internal reviews were conducted
• Key modelling issues raised:
1. Model calibration / validation
2. Speed flow curves
3. Model run methodology
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Issues raised during development of
model (including Business Case)
Criticisms / requests of model calibration / validation
• Sensitivity tests had not been documented for 2011
• The model required further calibration
– Weak replication of critical traffic flows in the important area of the Inner West
and port
– Overestimation of traffic flows on the freeways
– Poor travel time validation for some important routes and periods
– Poor estimation of commercial vehicle movements
– The Southern Section of CityLink is consistently under-estimated in the AM Peak
– Need for work-arounds, particularly in the context of commercial vehicle
validation

Response:
• Sensitivity tests were completed and documented (e.g. fuel price, toll
price, parking costs, removal of Melbourne Metro, etc.).
• Model was rebased to 2014 to capture major infrastructure works
completed around 2011
• Specific calibration issues were then addressed.

Issues raised during development of
model (including Business Case)
Criticism of speed flow curves: Concerns were raised
with the speed flow curves.
Response:
• Review of the speed flow curves against observed data,
and the curves used elsewhere.
• This review demonstrated that the curves adopted were
appropriate for the WGT Project.
• Justification was accepted.
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Issues raised during development of
model (including Business Case)
Criticism of Model Run Methodology: The model should
be iterated through the Trip Distribution step.
“loop through distribution”

“single distribution”

Issues raised during development of
model (including Business Case)
Approach 1 (“loop through distribution”) forecasts a
reduction in average trip lengths.
Approach 2 (“single distribution”) forecasts a slight
increase in average trip lengths.
Empirically, average trip lengths have been observed to
increase over time (due to urban expansion), consistent
with Approach 2.
=> VLC adopted Approach 2.
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Issues raised in expert evidence &
conclave
• Eric Keys
–
–
–
–
–
–

Induced / suppressed demand
Rate of forecast traffic growth
Effect of CityLink tolls post Concession period
Modelling of local traffic impacts in inner city
Forecast traffic volumes only partially constrained
Forecast traffic growth on West Gate Bridge

• Steve Hunt
– Predicted traffic increases on Dynon Road

Modelling of induced demand (Keys)
Keys’ Concern: That the modelled estimates of induced
demand (caused by the WGT Project) were understated,
because induced demand was only partially modelled.
What is induced demand?
Additional travel that is generated as a result of new
transport infrastructure (or improving existing
infrastructure).
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Modelling of induced demand (Keys)
Types of induced demand:
Type of induced demand

Modelled? (y/n)

Comment

Change of route

Y

Change of desKnaKon

Y

Change of mode

Y

Change of departure Kme

N

Will not materially aﬀect daily
numbers.

Making more / fewer trips

N

Generally thought to have minimal
impact (VicRoads, DEDJTR / TfV).

Induced land use

N*

Not handled within transport model.
* Impact was tested in an “induced
land use scenario”. Impact ~2%.

Modelling of induced demand (Keys)
• Effect of induced demand on WGT traffic volumes

• For the WGT Project, I believe the approach taken will
not significantly underestimate daily induced demand
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Forecast traffic growth rate (Keys)
Keys’ Concern: That the rate of forecast traffic growth was
higher than recent trends, and might be overstated.
• At a high level, two key drivers of traffic growth
– Population growth (based on the State Government Reference
Case Assumptions)
– Changes in vehicle use per capita (a prediction of the model)

• Keys’ concern related to the latter

Changes in vehicle usage per capita (Keys)

As presented in Keys’ evidence
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Analysis of historical and forecast traffic
growth rates (Keys)

As presented in Keys’ evidence

Historical changes in vehicle usage per
capita
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Forecast vehicle use per capita

Analysis of historical and forecast traffic
growth rates (Keys)

2009 to 2015:
VicRoads: -0.25%
BITRE: -0.12%

2014 to 2031
Forecast: 0.02%
Corrected populaKon #s in Appendix A in VLC’s Model
Development Report
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Effect of CityLink tolls post Concession
period (Keys)
• The Project includes the extension of CityLink tolls post 2035
• Benefits / costs of extending the CityLink toll concession were
considered in the Business Case
• Overall, it was found that extending the CityLink tolls is
beneficial
• Keys misinterpreted the information in the business case, and
understood that extending the CityLink tolls would have an
overall adverse effect
• Keys and I agree that to fully understand the effect of the
Project, a detailed analysis of the effects of the CityLink toll
extension would be warranted
• A high level assessment was undertaken during the Business
Case
– Increases on CityLink and the roads that feed CityLink
– Decreases on routes that parallel CityLink

Modelling of local area traffic impacts in
inner city (Keys)
• Keys and I agree that VLC’s Zenith model is not the ideal
tool for detailed analysis of local area traffic impacts of
the Project
• We agree that microsimulation models are more suitable
• We agree that the microsimulation modelling did not
cover entire inner city area
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VLC’s traffic forecasts only partially
constrained (Keys)
• We agreed that VLC’s Zenith model only partially
constrains traffic volumes (i.e. modelled volumes can
exceed practical capacity)
• Agreed that this needs to be borne in mind when
interpreting outputs
• The TIA took account of this in its post processing of the
VLC outputs. The outputs presented in the TIA are
capacity constrained.

Daily West Gate Bridge forecasts may be
overstated (Keys)
Average day

As presented in Keys’ evidence

Average weekday
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Daily West Gate Bridge forecasts may be
overstated (Keys)

As presented in Keys’ evidence

Growth rates based
on VLC forecasts

West Gate Bridge forecasts may be not
be achieved (Keys)
• Keys and I agree that:
– VLC’s daily traffic forecasts are only partially constrained
– VLC’s daily forecasts for West Gate Bridge can be physically
accommodated, but may not be achieved in practice, with
excess demand suppressed
– Forecasts are more reflective of “potential demand” rather than
“practical capacity”
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Predicted traffic increases on Dynon
Road (Hunt)

Predicted traffic increases on Dynon
Road (Hunt)

North of CBD:
~43%

East of
CBD:
~22%

To CBD:
~10%

South of CBD:
~25%

North of CBD:
~27%

Docklands:
~5%

East of
CBD:
~18%

To CBD:
~10%

South of CBD:
~40%
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Issues raised in public submissions to
IAC
Three types of issues raised:
1. Modelling assumptions
2. Impacts of the Project
3. Robustness of the modelling

Issues raised in public submissions
related to modelling assumptions
• Some submissions sought further information on certain
assumptions, including:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Area covered by model
Truck curfew assumptions
Future public transport network assumptions
Key redevelopment sites
Road and rail connections to / from / within the Port of Melbourne
Forecast truck volumes into / out of the PoM
Construction traffic
Dangerous Goods Vehicles
Bus crush capacities
The effects of new vehicle technologies, autonomous vehicles,
electric vehicles, job automation, 3D printing

• The assumptions are documented in Section 6.3.1 of my
expert report.
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Issues raised in public submissions
related to impacts of the Project
Some submissions sought further information about:
• The wider traffic impacts of the Project (outside the area
shown in the EES)
• The impact of the Project on public transport services
I address this in Section 6.3.2 of my expert report.

Issues raised in public submissions
related to robustness of traffic modelling
Already addressed:
• Treatment of Induced demand
• Forecast rate of traffic growth
Further issues:
• Reliability of four step modelling
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Reliability of four step modelling
Issue: Transport modelling is based on “four step”
modelling process, which is “notoriously unreliable”,
particularly for toll roads.
Response:
• All modelling has a degree of uncertainty because the
inputs to the model (e.g. population and employment)
are uncertain.
• Key future input assumptions based on State
Government Reference Case Assumptions (which are
the outcome of a governance process).

Reliability of four step modelling
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Conclusions
• After reviewing all the relevant documents, I have a high
level of confidence in the reasonableness of the strategic
modelling
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